The Mission and Role of the GSIJP Communications Coordinator

Mission:

The mission of the GSIJP Communications Coordinator is to facilitate and animate the GSIJP networks according to the Congregational Directions Statement and priorities.

Responsibilities include:


2. Coordinate with the NGO Representatives and Training Facilitator to promote and facilitate their work within the broader JP networks.

3. Maintain communications links with Units, Leadership Teams, Formation and Justice Peace Teams on behalf of the GSIJP Office for regular communication and participation.

4. Amplify GSIJP Office presence in the media by preparing and disseminating press releases (internationally or regionally as appropriate) letters to the editor, contributions of articles to journals etc. concerning Good Shepherd Justice Peace activities around the world.

5. Bring Good Shepherd presence and representation to Justice Peace structures outside of the UN structures. This may happen through advocacy or letter “sign-on” with groups consistent with Good Shepherd mission including urging regional presence at various international organizations/venues that are of interest to Good Shepherd mission e.g. World Social Forum, World Bank, Maryknoll Office for Global Concern, Pax Christi International…
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“Our commitment to reconciliation demands that we promote justice and peace…”